Introduction
Erasure codes such as replication, RAID 5, and ReedSolomon codes are the means by which storage systems are typically made reliable. Reed-Solomon codes and other maximum distance separable (MDS) codesk, provide the best tradeoff between fault tolerance and space-efficiency, but are computationally the most demanding type of erasure code. In addition to these traditional erasure codes, there are a number of proposals for novel, non-MDS erasure codes that exclusively use XOR operations to generate redundancy (e.g., [9, 10, 23] ). Such xOR-based codes can be computationally more efficient than MDS codes, but offer an irregular tradeoffbetween performance, space-efficiency, and fault tolerance.
Methods to evaluate the space-efficiency and performance tradeoff for xOR-based codes are well understood [19, 11, 18] . However, some xOR-based erasure codes exhibit irregular fault tolerance: some subsets of failed storage devices of a given size lead to data loss, whereas other subsets of failed storage devices of the same size are tolerated. There have been many recent advances in understanding the fault tolerance [12, 23] and concomitant reliability [20, 13, 8] of such codes. However, all of these advances assume a homogeneous set of storage devices that all fail and recover at similar rates.
The contributions ofthis work are fourfold. First, we define a novel reliability problem in storage systems, the redundancy placementproblem. Given a storage system comprised of heterogeneous storage devices with known failure and recovery rates, how should erasure-coded symbols be mapped to devices to maximize reliability? The redundancy placement problem is trivial for MDS codes because they exhibit regular fault tolerance-an m-tolerant MDS code will never lose data if m devices fail and always lose data if m + 1 devices fail-so all placements have the same reliability. For non-MDS codes though, the redundancy placement problem is non-trivial to solve. Second, we propose a simple analytic model related to mean time to data loss (MTTDL). The model is called the Relative MTTDL Estimate (RME), and it allows the relative reliability of different placements to be compared in a computationally efficient manner. Third, we propose two redundancy placement algorithms that use the structure of the xOR-based erasure code and the RME to determine a placement that maximizes (estimated) reliability. Fourth, we empirically demonstrate, via simulation, that the RME correctly orders different placements with regard to their reliability, and that the redundancy placement algorithms identify placements that maximize reliability.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In §2 and §3 we provide background on erasure codes, replica placement algorithms, and our prior work. We describe the RME and our redundancy placement algorithms in §4; we evaluate them in §5. We discuss the limitations of our work in §6 and then conclude in §7.
Background
An erasure code consists of n symbols, k of which are data symbols, and m of which are parity symbols (re-dundant symbols). We only consider systematic erasure codes-eodes that keep the original data symbols and solely add parity symbols-because their use is generally considered a necessity to ensure good common case performance.
A maximum distance separable (MDS) code uses m redundant symbols to tolerate all erasures of size m or less [17] . Many MDS codes generate redundancy using k Galois field multiplies and k -1 XORs per parity symbol (e.g., Vandermonde Reed-Solomon codes). A Galois field multiplication operation can be transformed into multiple XOR operations (e.g., Cauchy Reed-Solomon codes). Parity-check array codes are another class of MDS codes that only use XOR operations to generate redundancy (e.g., RAID 4, EVENODD [3] , and Row-Diagonal Parity [4] ).
Hafner has categorized the construction of array codes as HoVer constructions: codes with parity symbols in both/either Horizontal and/or Vertical dimensions of the array [10] . The class of codes we study are horizontal codes. We go beyond this, and refer to the codes we study as flat codes: horizontal xOR-based codes comprised of exactly one row (i.e., exactly one symbol, data or parity, per disk). Flat codes are distinct from most parity-check array codes which require multiple rows of symbols; RAID 4 is the exception because it is both a parity-check array code and a flat code.
The impact of erasure code choice on performance is a well-studied area [11] . In the grid storage community, the read overhead of certain classes of xOR-based erasure code is of interest. Plank et al. analyzed the read overhead of moderate-sized xOR-based codes using Monte Carlo methods [19] and of small-sized codes using deterministic methods [18] .
A replica placement algorithm maps replicas to devices. Traditionally, this is done to improve performance: to reduce response time of accesses, to balance load, and for distributed caching. We exclusively consider the replica placement problem as it pertains to reliability. We use the term redundancy placement rather than replica placement because our emphasis is on the placement of erasure-coded data and parity symbols.
Our work on redundancy placement differs substantially from prior work on replica placement. In traditional RAID (erasure-coded) storage systems, many stripes of size n are placed on N > n devices for performance reasons (e.g., parity declustering to reduce recovery time [1 ] ). Thomasian and Blaum evaluate the reliability impact of various policies for mirrored disks [22] , and Lian et al. [15] evaluate the difference in reliability between random and sequential placement policies for erasure-coded data. Both studies only consider homogeneous devices. In contrast, the competitive hill climbing replica placement algorithm places many distinct files, each replicated n times, on N heterogeneous servers in a manner that maximizes the availability of the least available file [5] . The Multi-Object Assignment Toolkit (MOAT) places many distinct objects, each replicated n times, on N heterogeneous devices to maximize the availability of multi-object operations in the face of correlated failures [24] .
Replica placement algorithms place n replicas on N > n devices. Our redundancy placement algorithms place n erasure-coded symbols on n heterogeneous devices. The non-MDS nature of flat xOR-based codes makes the redundancy placement problem both novel and non-trivial. There are other non-MDS xOR-based codes, e.g., Weaver codes [9] .
There are many techniques beyond simple redundancy to improve storage system reliability, such as checksums, snapshots, scrubbing, auditing, and backup to tape. However, questions such as where to place backup copies or checksums to maximize reliability are outside of the scope of this work. Such questions require different models to answer that necessarily include metrics other than reliability, such as cost and performance. The work of Gaonkar et al. [7] automates the design of storage solutions that meet cost, performance, and reliability requirements. Their approach essentially solves a replica placement problem across heterogeneous tiers of storage that employ distinct reliability mechanisms.
Reliability of flat XOR-based codes
In this section, we describe our recent work on evaluating the reliability of flat xOR-based codes. First, we review the Minimal Erasures List (MEL), a fault tolerance metric for flat codes [23] . Second, we discuss the Fault Tolerance Vector (Frv), another fault tolerance metric for flat codes. Finally, we review the High-Fidelity Reliability (HFR) Simulator, a Monte Carlo reliability simulator, especially designed to simulate the reliability of (flat) XORbased codes [8] . The redundancy placement algorithms we have developed use the structure of the MEL to make placement decisions. The Frv is used for comparison purposes in the evaluation section. The HFR Simulator is used to validate the efficacy of the redundancy placement algorithms.
Traditionally, the Hamming distance is used to describe the fault tolerance of an erasure code: a code tolerates all sets of erasures smaller than the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance completely describes the fault tolerance ofMDS codes, since all erasures at or beyond the Hamming distance result in data loss. Flat erasure codes can be non-MDS: they tolerate some sets of erasures at and beyond the Hamming distance. We previously developed the Minimal Erasures (ME) Algorithm to efficiently analyze a flat erasure code and characterize its fault tolerance [23] .
Consider the following definitions: A set oferasures is a set of erased symbols; an erasure pattern is a set of erasures that results in at least one data symbol being irrecoverable; and, a minimal erasure is an erasure pattern in which every erasure is necessary and sufficient for it to be an erasure pattern. The ME Algorithm determines the minimal erasures list (MEL) of an erasure code: the list of the code's minimal erasures, which completely describes the fault tolerance ofan erasure code. The MEL can be transformed into a minimal erasures vector MEV in which the ith element is the total number of minimal erasures of size i in the MEL. The length of the shortest minimal erasure in the MEL is the Hamming distance of the code, and so the first non-zero entry in the ME V corresponds to the Hamming distance.
We now present two flat codes in detail to provide examples ofminimal erasures, the MEL, and the MEV. We denote each code by (k,m)-NAME where k is the number of data symbols, m is the number of parity symbols, and NAME is the class of the code. Every code is described by a listing of m bitmaps, one for each parity symbol, displayed as an integer. Since we only consider systematic codes, the parity symbols are 8k, . The ( This code better illustrates the irregularity that non-MDS flat codes can exhibit. There is no obvious structure or symmetry to the sets of device failures which lead to data loss.
The Fault Tolerance Vector (FTV) indicates the probability that data is lost given some number of failures. To construct the FTV, the MEL is transformed into the erasures list (EL). The erasures list consists of every erasure pattern for a code. The EL is a super set of the MEL, and every element in it is either a minimal erasure or a super set ofat least one minimal erasure. The erasures vector (EV) is to the EL what the MEV is to the MEL, and is easily determined given the EL. Finally, the EV is transformed into the FTV. Let the ith entry of the EV be ei. For a code with n symbols, the ith entry of the FTV is ei/ (7). The FTV is the complement of the conditional probabilities vector described by Hafner and Rao [13] .
The High-Fidelity Reliability (HFR) Simulator [8] is similar to the simulator developed by Elerath and Pecht [6] . Both are Monte Carlo reliability simulators that simulate disk failure, disk recovery, sector failure, and sector scrubbing, and both can use Weibull distributions for such failure and recovery rates. However, the HFR Simulator is highfidelity in the sense that it simulates the reliability of non-MDS erasure codes that can tolerate two or more disk failures, with regard to both disk and sector failures. It is nontrivial to extend the methods of Elerath and Pecht in this manner.
The difficulty in simulating non-MDS codes is in efficiently determining if a specific set of failures leads to data loss. The HFR Simulator has two modes of bookkeeping that allow it to efficiently determine if a set of device failures leads to data loss: via the MEL, and via the FTV. Using the MEL permits the HFR Simulator to accurately determine if a specific set of failures leads to data loss. Therefore, it is the method we must use to simulate the reliability of a redundancy placement of a flat code on heterogeneous devices. The FTV is a coarse-grained metric that does not capture the details of a specific placement of symbols on heterogeneous devices; however, it describes the fault tolerance of the median placement and so is used for comparative purposes in §5.
Redundancy placement algorithms
We have developed two redundancy placement algorithms that identify placements of erasure-coded symbols on heterogeneous storage devices with known failure and repair rates which maximize reliability. One redundancy placement algorithm is based on brute force computation and the other is based on simulated annealing.
More formally, let S be the set of symbols in the erasure code and D be the configuration (set of heterogeneous devices). For a code with n symbols, S = {80, ... , 8 n -1} and D = {do, . .. , d n -1 }. A placement, p, is a bijective function that uniquely maps-each symbol in the erasure code to a single device, i.e., p : S~D. The goal of the redundancy placement algorithms is to find a placement, p, that maximizes reliability.
Relative MTTDL estimate (RME)
We now introduce the simple analytic model that underlies both redundancy placement algorithms: the Relative MTTDL Estimate (RME). The RME can be used to compare the reliability of different placements. It is constructed to correlate with the expected mean time to data loss (MTTDL), but it does not accurately estimate the MTTDL. The RME can be used to compare the relative merit of different placements, but not to determine if some placement meets a specific reliability requirement. The efficacy of the RME to correctly order placements by MTTDL is demonstrated in §5.
At a high level, the RME is the inverse of an estimate of the expected unavailability of a given placement. It is based on the MEL and a simple analytic device model. The MEL is a concise, exact description of a code's irregular fault tolerance. The MEL contains each minimal set of data and parity symbol failures that lead to data loss. Let u(d) be the expected unavailability of device d. To calculate u(d), the mean time to repair (MTTR) of d is simply divided by its mean time to failure (MTTF). This analytic model ignores sector failures and scrubbing, as well as the exact distribution of the device failures and repairs. Moreover, it is premised on failures being independent. The RME is calculated via the following function of the redundancy placement p, device unavailability u, and MEL:
The sum of products is inverted because RME values are values that should be maximized to improve reliability, just like MTTDL values.
The RME for the (4,4)-RAID 10 code described in §3 is as follows: Note that the more reliable a device is, the lower its device unavailability number, so the first 4 devices are less reliable than the second 4 devices in this configuration. Now consider two distinct placements. In the first placement, the first 4 symbols are placed on the first 4 devices, and the second 4 symbols are placed on the second 4 devices, and so the RME = 86.8 x 10
6 . In the second placement, the "odd symbols" (i.e., Sl,S3,S5, and S7) are placed on the first 4 devices, and the "even symbols" on the second 4 devices, and so the RME = 33.4 X 10
6 . The first placement splits the pair of replicated symbols that occur in each minimal erasure, mapping one to a less reliable device and the other to a more reliable device. In contrast, the second placement places all of the symbols from two minimal erasures (the "odd symbols") on the less reliable devices, which, intuitively, is a less reliable placement. These RME values follow our intuition about the relative reliability ofplacements; this intuition is confirmed via simulation in §5.1.
There are several reasons for using the simpIe analytic model. First, the simplicity of the analytic device model permits efficient evaluation of the RME and so permits orders of magnitude more distinct placements to be evaluated than simulation methods in the same period of time. Second, the model only has to produce an RME that accurately orders different sets of device failures according to the likelihood that they contribute to data loss. The product of expected device unavailability accomplishes this task. Third, in a system with any redundancy, sector failures alone do not cause data loss; only multiple disk failures, or disk failures in conjunction with sector failures lead to data loss. Thus, the simple analytic model only needs to capture the reliability effects of disk failures. Fourth, we considered extending the approach of Hafner and Rao, who recently proposed a Markov model construction for xOR-based erasure codes based on homogeneous devices [13] 
Brute force algorithm
The brute force redundancy placement (BF-RP) algorithm evaluates the RME for all possible placement and identifies the placement with the largest RME as the best placement. The RME is a simple equation that can be evaluated efficiently. Calculating an RME value requires IMELI additions and less than m x IMELI multiplications. Consider the calculation of the RME for (4,4)-RAID 10 given above. It required four additions because IMELI = 4, and four multiplications because each of the four minimal erasures consists of exactly two symbols. Since all minimal erasures consist of m or fewer symbols, each product requires m -1 or fewer multiplications.
For a code with n symbols and n distinct devices, there are n! possible placements to evaluate. Given the efficiency of the RME calculation, it is feasible to evaluate the RME for every possible placement for small codes. For example, in §5 the BF-RP algorithm is used to find the best placement for some codes with n = 12. Each such execution of the BF-RP performs 12! = 479001600 RME calculations to determine the best placement.
Simulated annealing algorithm
For large codes, the factorial number of distinct placements make it is infeasible to apply the BF-RP algorithm. The best placement for a code maximizes the RME value. Therefore, the problem of finding the best placement can be understood as an optimization problem. Unfortunately, the nonlinear structure of the RME equation-all of the terms in the summation are products of variables to be assigned via the optimization-precludes linear optimization techniques.
Fortunately, there are many non-linear optimization techniques. An approach that requires little work, in terms of formulating constraint equations, is simulated annealing [14] . This made simulated annealing, a stochastic optimization technique, appealing as the first optimization approach for us to evaluate. Simulated annealing uses randomization to find a solution; however, there is a chance that the solution found is not globally optimal.
The simulated annealing redundancy placement (SA-RP) algorithm takes an MEL and a configuration of devices as input. The SA-RP algorithm is initialized with a randomly selected placement. Each step in SA-RP is based on a random number of random swaps of mappings in the current placement. As the algorithm proceeds, the number of random swaps performed at each step decreases. This is the manner in which we capture the "cooling" aspect of simulated annealing, in which randomness is reduced over time so that some locally optimal placement is settled upon. In SA-RP, we include parameters to backtrack if a step that decreased the RME does not lead to a larger RME after some number ofadditional steps. The SA-RP algorithm is invoked multiple times, while keeping track of the best RME value found over different invocations. Because each invocation is initialized with a different random placement, repeated invocations find distinct locally maximal placements (RME values).
Unfortunately, simulated annealing does not lend itself to many practical rigorous statements about the quality of solution found. However, our empirical results indicate that the SA-RP algorithm quickly produces good solutions.
Evaluation
To evaluate the BF-RP and SA-RP algorithms, we consider configurations that have devices with failure models between two bounds. The first device failure model is based on that used by Elerath and Pecht (cf. Table 2 cording to a Weibull distribution with, = 6, r} = 12, and {3 = 2. We refer to the first device as the 500k device because its expected MTTF is 500 thousand hours. The 500k device is the most reliable device we consider in the evaluation. We refer to the least reliable device as the lOOk device. The lOOk device differs from the 500k device only in its MTTF: ' TJ = 100000 instead of'T] = 500000. To calculate the RME, only the MTTF for disk failure and the MTTR for a recovery is used. The HFR Simulator uses the speci- Table 1 lists the flat codes analyzed by the redundancy placement algorithms. The MEV and FTV for each code is listed. All of the codes have a Hamming distance of2. The MEL is used to calculate the RME and so is more useful than the MEV for understanding the results in this section. The specific flat codes listed in Table I were selected because, for the given values of k and m, they are the most fault tolerant flat codes [23] . One is the (4,4)-RAID 10 which was selected because it has a familiar structure. The specific values of k and m were selected so that all of the codes have a Hamming distance of 2. It takes many CPU days for the HFR Simulator to simulate a single data loss event for more fault-tolerant codes so we restricted the Hamming distance to ensure that the results of the redundancy placement algorithms could be validated via simulation.
Beyond the flat codes, we also included MDS codes with Hamming distance two to provide context. The placement of such codes does not affect their reliability because all sets of device failures of Hamming distance size or greater lead to data loss.
All MTTDL values in this section are measured in hours. The HFR Simulator is used to produce all of the MTTDL values [8] . Except where noted, MTTDL values in tables and annotated on histograms are based on simulations of 1000 data loss events. Each histogram consists of fifty bins equally sized from the shortest MTTDL to the longest MTTDL. The MTTDL values for data points in histograms are based on 100 data loss events and so exhibit greater variance. Table 2 . MTTDL of homog. config. in hours. Table 2 lists MTTDL values of all the codes evaluated in this section in homogeneous configurations. Two configurations are listed: one based on lOOk devices and the other based on 500k devices. Obviously, 500k homogeneous configurations are more reliable than lOOk homogeneous configurations. The MTTDL of all the heterogeneous configurations fall between the MTTDL of these two homogeneous configurations. 
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In this section we exhaustively evaluate the three flat codes of size 8 on various configurations. First, consider the 4-bimodal distribution. Figures 1, 2 , and 3 respectively show MTTDL histograms for (4,4)-RAID 10, (5,3)-FLAT, and (6,2)-FLAT. These histograms are constructed by simulating the MTTDL of the 8! = 40320 possible placements.
Each histogram is annotated with a vertical line. The vertical line corresponds to the MTTDL for the FTV. The FTV is described in §3, it estimates the MTTDL of the median placement. In these figures, the FTV MTTDL is indeed near the median MTTDL over all possible placements.
Each histogram is also annotated with a series of lines labeled with integers. These lines are related to RME cal- culations. For each of these codes, the BF-RP algorithm is used to determine the RME of each distinct placement. We were surprised to discover that for each of these codes, only a small number of distinct RME values were produced. From this, we hypothesized that there are isomorphic placements, i.e., different placements that have the same RME and MTTDL. Each line on each histogram is effectively a subhistogram for an isomorphic class of placements. The integer labels on the classes are in order of RME value, so line ohas a lower RME than line 1. Note that we expected there to be no more than (~) = 70 distinct RME values for the 4-bimodal configuration because the first four and last four devices are identical. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show that there are respectively 3, 7, and 6 isomorphic classes.
To better understand isomorphic placements, consider The first four symbols in each placement is on a lOOk device, and the second four symbols are on a 500k device. We already discussed the placements for classes 0 and 2 in §4.1. The placement for class 1 is consistent with the prior discussion: one pair of replicated symbols is on the lOOk devices and so we expect the MTTDL to fall between class 0 (two pairs of replicated symbols on 1OOk devices) and class 2 (no pairs ofreplicated symbols on 1OOk devices).
The ordering of sub-histograms in each experiment strongly support our hypothesis that the RME correctly orders different placements with regard to reliability. The spread within each sub-histogram is due to statistical variance; remember that each simulation to produce a histogram data point was run for only 100 iterations. Because the MEL for (5,3)-FLAT and (6,2)-FLAT contain more entries than that of (4,4)-RAID 10, they each have more isomorphic placement classes. The distribution of isomorphic placement classes is interesting: the density of placements in the median classes appears to be greater than in the "best" class. This suggests that good placements are less common. Now consider the uniform configuration instead of the 4-bimodal configuration. Figures 4, 5 , and 6 respectively show MTTDL histograms for (4,4)-RAID 10, (5,3)-FLAT, (6,2)-FLAT. The FTV MTTDL is annotated on these histograms. Sub-histograms for isomorphic placement classes are not presented. The uniform configuration leads to too many such classes to illustrate. To be more precise, there are respectively 105, 840, and 280 distinct classes. These values are all much lower than the 8! = 40320 potential distinct RME values, and so these results also support the idea of isomorphic placement classes. Instead of subhistograms, a vertical line is shown for a placement from each of the following isomorphic placement classes: Worst RME, Q3 (third quartile) RME, Q2 (second quartile) RME, Q1 (first quartile) RME, and Best RME.
Our hypothesis is that the MTTDL of the placement from the Worst RME class would be less than that of the placement from the Q3 RME class, and so on. The results support this hypothesis. One exception is the results for Q1 RME and Q2 RME for (6,2)-FLAT which are out of order. The difference between the MTTDL results for Q1 RME and Q2 RME is small though; we conclude that the Q1 RME and Q2 RME placements simply have quite similar reliabilities.
We expect the FTV MTTDL to provide an estimate of the median placement, because it is computed using the FTV, a probability vector derived from the MEV. As a consequence the FTV MTTDL should align with the Q2 RME MTTDL. Our results support this hypothesis, allowing us to use the FTV MTTDL as a reference when comparing the reliability of placements. Table 3 summarizes results for all of the bimodal configurations and the uniform configuration. For each code, the FTV MTTDL and the Best RME MTTDL are listed. In all cases, the Best RME MTTDL is better than that of the FTV MTTDL.
All of these experiments support our hypothesis that the RME can be used to identify placements of erasure-coded symbols that maximizes reliability. The reliability difference between the worst placements and best placements range from from around a factor of two for (4,4)-RAID 10 to an order of magnitude for (5,3)-FLAT. Table 3 shows that across all configurations, differences between the FTV MTTDL and the Best RME MTTDL range from no difference to a factor of six.
Twelve-disk configurations
For 12-disk configurations, it is not feasible to evaluate every possible placement via simulation, but it is feasible to do so via the RME metric. We ran the BF-RP algorithm for the (9,3)-FLAT, and (10,2)-FLAT codes for all possible bimodal configurations and the uniform configuration. We also ran the SA-RP algorithm on these configurations. We run the SA-RP algorithm for a total of 1000000 steps; if the RME does not improve in 25 steps, the placement reverts to the last best placement for this execution; if the best RME placement does not improve in 1000 steps, a new execution is initialized with a random placement. In all cases, the SA-RP algorithm identified a placement from the same isomorphic placement class as the BF-RP algorithm (i.e., its RME is the same as the Best RME).
To determine the quality of the placements selected by the BF-RP and SA-RP algorithms, we simulated the Best RME MTTDL and the FTV MTTDL for a subset of configurations. The results are listed in Table 4 . In most cases, the MTTDL of the placement with the Best RME is significantly better than that ofthe FTV. For the 9-bimodal configuration, the MTTDL values for (10,2)-FLAT are effectively the same.
From the BF-RP results, we also can identify the Worst RME, Q3 RME, Q2 RME, and Q3 RME placements. We simulated the MTTDL of these placements as well as 1000 random placements to generate low fidelity histograms. An example of such a histogram for (9,3)-FLAT in the 6-bimodal configuration is given in Figure 7 . The histograms further support the hypothesis that the RME metric correctly orders placements by reliability.
Twenty-disk configurations
For 20-disk configurations, it is infeasible to evaluate every possible placement via simulation or the RME metric. Instead, we use the SA-RP algorithm to identify an Approximate Best RME placement for these configurations. We ran the SA-RP algorithm for the (17,3)-FLAT, and (16,4)-FLAT codes for all of the bimodal configurations and the uniform configuration. The SA-RP algorithm is run in the same manner as for the 12-disk configurations.
To determine the quality of the placements selected by the SA-RP algorithm, we simulated the MTTDL of the Approximate Best RME placement found by SA-RP and compare it with the FTV MTTDL for a subset of configurations. The results are listed in Table 5 . In all cases, the Approximate Best RME MTTDL is significantly better than the FTV MTTDL.
Discussion
The redundancy placement algorithms based on the RME effectively find reliable placements. However, we have not characterized how sensitive the redundancy placement algorithms are to different failure models. Specifically, we do not have a good characterization of the conditions necessary for the RME to correctly order placements by their reliability.
We believe that extensive simulation will permit us to do such characterization. Unfortunately, the HFR Simulator is currently too slow to run the potentially millions of analyses necessary to do such characterization. The existence of isomorphic placement classes suggests an avenue for speeding up the redundancy placement algorithms. If we identify the sets of symbols that are equivalent, i.e., that if swapped yield a new placement in the same isomorphic class, then both the BF-RP and SA-RP algorithms can operate over a much smaller state space. Such a speedup may facilitate better RME characterization.
The specific device models used in the evaluation are based on the distributions that Elerath and Pecht used [6] . We believe that the models ofElerath and Pecht are as good (4, 4) Table 4 . MTTDL of 12-disk configurations in hours.
as any currently available. Recently published analyses of failure data [21, 16, 2] will hopefully result in better failure models. We expect that such models will change the MTTDL values, but not the placement that is most reliable. The RME is based on the assumption that failures are independent. The RME equation may have to change if significant correlation is found in failure models. When we developed the RME metric, we assumed that sector failures would have a secondary effect on placement decisions and so could be excluded from the RME metric. We have some initial results for the RME metric in systems with sector failures. For codes with a Hamming distance greater than 2, the RME still correctly order placements by reliability. For codes with a Hamming distance of 2, data loss events are dominated by single-disk, single-sector failures. For such codes, if every symbol occurs in at least one minimal erasure of size two, e.g., like (6,2)-FLAT, then placement had little affect on overall reliability. Whereas, for (5,3)-FLAT, only the symbols 84 and 87 occur in a minimal erasure of size 2, and so placements based on the RME maximize reliability.
Conclusions
We introduced the novel redundancy placement problem in which a mapping, called a placement, of the symbols in a flat xOR-based code onto a set of heterogeneous storage devices with known failure and recovery rates must be found to maximize reliability. To solve this problem, we developed the Reliability MTTDL Estimate (RME), a simple model based on estimated device unavailability and the Minimal Erasures List (MEL), a concise characterization of the fault tolerance of an xOR-based code. We developed two redundancy placement algorithms, the BF-RP algorithm based on brute force computation, only suitable for small redundancy placement problems, and the SA-RP based on simulated annealing, and suitable for larger problems. Simulation results based on the High-Fidelity Reliability (HFR) Simulator provide extensive empirical evidence that the RME correctly orders different placements for a given code by MTTDL. Additional simulation results suggest that the placements found by the SA-RP algorithm are significantly more reliable than the median placement. The results ofBF-RP algorithm lead us to realize the existence of isomorphic placements, sets of placements which have the same MTTDL.
